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The Khmu Artisans 
The Khmu are the largest indigenous tribe in Laos. Their rich culture dates back thousands of 
years. Some scholars believe it to be 5,000 years old, which make it among the world’s most 
enduring cultures. Most Khmu continue to live at a subsistence level, farming and foraging for 
their basic needs — food, medicine, and fiber for clothing and shelter. Many have no 
monetary income aside from their earnings from making JungleVine® products. 

Traditionally, the Khmu used their handmade fiber bags to carry the harvest from their fields 
and forests. The bags have been crucial to their survival for millennia. The design has passed 
down through the generations, but cheap plastic import bags nearly decimated the craft. The 
Nature Bag project has saved the ancient Khmu craft and provided economic opportunities 
for the Khmu in their remote, isolated villages. The knowledge and skill used in the bag’s 
craftsmanship rests exclusively with the Khmu. 

Their villages are extremely remote, and it has been only within the past decade that some of 
the original footpaths leading to many villages have been converted to rough dirt roads, so 

muddy and deeply rutted 
during the rainy season that 
they are impassable for 
vehicles. The Khmu 
themselves don’t own 
vehicles, but many dream of 
owning a motorbike that could 
transport them to a distant city if they needed to visit a doctor or hospital. 

Khmu artisans enjoy working from home while nurturing their children and 
preserving the traditional tribal culture within their villages. You support Khmu 
communities when you buy Nature Bag products, made by hand in their villages 
and shared with the world through the nonprofit JungleVine® Foundation. 



JungleVine® Fiber is Eco-Friendly  

and 100% Sustainable 
The JungleVine® plant (Pueraria phaseoloides) is truly one of the wonders of nature. It is a deep-rooting perennial legume; a member of the 

pea family. It grows rapidly—as much as 30 cm (one foot) a day—and is a nitrogen fixer, drawing nitrogen from the air and storing it in its 

roots. It improves the soil where it grows, and it can heal the soil on construction-damaged sites within just two growing seasons. 

JungleVine® grows and thrives without any agricultural inputs—no cultivation, irrigation, or chemicals are needed. When the Khmu harvest 

the vine stems, they leave the crowns intact in the ground, and the fast-growing vines regrow rapidly. 

The vine supplies the base material for Khmu artisans to create not only a carbon-neutral product, but a carbon-negative one. 

Environmentally, JungleVine® fiber is Better than Hemp™ because the Khmu hand-process the fibers, so there is no use of fossil fuels to 

plant, harvest, extract, or spin the fibers. (Hemp requires machine planting and harvesting, plus fertilizer.) 

Through the ages, this wonderful plant has provided a basic necessity for the Khmu people to use in their agrarian communities. Now it also 

provides them with a source of income, a sustainable livelihood that makes it possible for them to afford education for their children, 

supplemental food when their crops fail, clothing, and improvements to their homes. It raises the hopes and prospects for entire villages. 

 

 

 

 

The Nature Bag Project syncs beautifully with the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals, a plan of action to promote 

sustainable development around the globe. Goals include striving for such things as inclusive and sustainable economic growth, decent work 

for all, empowering women, and ending hunger and poverty—all things that our project achieves. Amazingly, the Nature Bag Project 

effectively addresses 13 of the 17 goals. 

Hand-Processing JungleVine® Fiber 
Using a sharp blade, artisans split the stems and strip the long bast fibers from the pulp (or hurds).  The 

pulp is fed to their chickens or goats, leaving nothing to waste. They hang the fine hair-like bast fibers to 

dry, and once dry, they hand-spin the fiber using no tools, just their bare hands and legs.  



Pahk JungleVine® Tote Bag 
The original Khnu bag features rich earth tones of 
natural un-dyed JungleVine® fiber.  

Noy JungleVine® Tote Bag 
Stripes in assorted colors. 

Mu’un JungleVine® Tote Bags 
Mu’un is seamless and contemporary, using natural 
un-dyed JungleVine® fiber.  

Hak JungleVine® Tote Bag 
Sharp-looking solid color JungleVine® bag. Available in 
black and a dark natural-dyed color called “Soa”. 

JUNGLEVINE® TOTES 

NEW 
Raya JungleVine® Tote Bag 
NEW for 2022 - A super deep seamless-bottom tote. 



Please contact me to create a wholesale account 
 

Amy McDowell, Director of Operations 

Amy@junglevine.org  +1 515-777-1118 / +1 866 926 5267 

WHOLESALE EXCLUSIVES 

Yudi JungleVine® Tote Bag 
Khmu artisans hand-dye the fiber for Yudi bags using 
organic turmeric that they grow themselves.  

Hadsai JungleVine® Tote Bag 
Similar to our ragingly popular Sidh style, Hadsai 
features extra tassels at the top.  Available in 
Caribbean Sea. 

Sidh JungleVine® Tote Bag 
Colored tipping in assorted colors. 



Chao JungleVine® Zipper Purse 
A tiny crossbody bag with a zipper closure.  

Somboun JungleVine® Purse 
Zipper closure and seamless bottom. 

Sokdi JungleVine® Purse 
Features a flap and button closure. 

JUNGLEVINE® PURSES 

Tonmai Zipper Clutch 
Features a zipper closure with a tassel. 



JungleVine® Hat 
Suits any occasion from formal to casual. Sizes from 
toddler to adult. 

Please contact me to create a wholesale account 
 

Amy McDowell, Director of Operations 

Amy@junglevine.org  +1 515-777-1118 / +1 866 926 5267 

Lao Market Bag 
Stretchy and strong. Available in natural and soa (dark dye). 

Kaluna Tablet Case 
Crocheted with JungleVine® fiber, lined with organic 
Laotian silk, and featuring a zipper closure.  



JungleVine® Soap Bag 
Slip a bar of soap inside. 

BATH & BODY COLLECTION 

JungleVine® Back Scrubber 
Works as a scrubber in the shower or a back scratcher when dry.  

Sabaidee Soft Skin Sets 
Our Sabaidee Soft Skin Sets are the most eco-friendly way to welcome soft skin into 
your life. 100% sustainable JungleVine® Fiber exfoliates skin and leaves it soft, smooth, 
and glowing. These sets are designed and packaged for retail sale. Each set is tucked 
inside a JungleVine® Soap Bag or Body Buffing Mitt with a hang tag identifying what's 
included inside. 

JungleVine® Body Buffing Mitt 
For gentle exfoliation. 15 x 15 cm (6 x 6 in) 

JungleVine® Exfoliating Cloth 
Hand Cloth 25 x 25 cm (10 x 10”) 
Body Cloth 25 x 50 cm (10 x 20") 



HEALTHY HOME CLEANING 

Healthy Home Cleaning Sets 
We gathered all of the essential JungleVine® scouring products into package 
deals.  For those seeking to live a plastic-free, chemical-free, and zero-waste lifestyle, 
there is no better choice than JungleVine® for scrubbing and scouring.  

Please contact me to create a wholesale account 
 

Amy McDowell, Director of Operations 

Amy@junglevine.org  +1 515-777-1118 / +1 866 926 5267 

JungleVine® Scouring Cloth 
Use one in the kitchen for scouring pots, pans, and 
surfaces from stove top to sink. Use another in the 
bathroom for scrubbing tile, tub, and shower.  

Small 25 x 25 cm (10 x 10”) 
Medium 25 x 50 cm (10 x 20") 

JungleVine® Washing Mitt 
Abrasive yet safe for scrubbing any of the stuck-on 
grunge you encounter. It will not scratch surfaces. 
One side is a fine weave and the other side is a 
coarser weave.  

JungleVine® Vegetable Scrubbing Mitt 
Gently removes dirt  from vegetables without damaging the skin. It is as 
gentle on the environment as it is your vegetables. 
15 x 15 cm (6 x 6 in) 



JungleVine® Zipper Tote 
Your favorite Nature Bag totes -- with zippers! These 
mini, small, and medium bags make great purses.  

Thu Vai Clutch 
Stripes are rose pink bordered by black. The bag 
features a top flap and decorative tassels. 
Dimensions: 25 x 16 cm (10 x 6") 

Ta Clutch 
Perfect for carrying all of your essentials.  
18 x 15 cm (7 x 6") 

Vinh JungleVine® Tote Bag 
Bold red or orange bands bordered by black. Limited 
quantities available in M, XL, and deep sizes. 

DISCONTINUED AND DISCOUNTED ITEMS 
Deeply reduced to move them out of the warehouse quickly 



DISCONTINUED AND DISCOUNTED ITEMS 
Deeply reduced to move them out of the warehouse quickly 

Shallow Pahk JungleVine® Tote 

These are good quality Pahk bags but they’re shaped 
unlike anything we’ve carried before. This is a perfect 
example of how difficult communication can be with 
villages that are extremely remote. 

B-Grade Pahk JungleVine® Tote 
Crafted by new artisans learning the craft, these bags failed 
our quality control and are offered at a deep discount.  

Beng JungleVine® Tote Bag 
Multicolored stripes bordered by dark bands. Every Beng JungleVine® Bag is unique, 
with colors selected by the Khmu artisan who crafted it. Available in a broad range of 
sizes from Mini through Jumbo. Our darling model Cassandra has her stuffed 
Chihuahua in a mini Beng with a shoulder strap that fits her like a crossbody. 



Minimum Bag Dimensions 
Mini  anything smaller than small 
Small  25 x 15 cm 10 x 6 in 
Small Deep 25 x 23 cm 10 x 9 in 
Medium 30 x 20 cm 12 x 8 in 
Medium Deep 30 x 28 cm 12 x 11 in 
Large  35 x 25 cm  14 x 10 in 
Large Deep 35 x 32 cm 14 x 12 in 
XL  40 x 28 cm 16 x 11 in 
XL Deep 40 x 35 cm 16 x 14 in 
Jumbo  45 x 30 cm 18 x 12 in 
Jumbo Deep 45 x 30 cm 18 x 14 in 

Centimeters are our primary unit for measuring. 
Inches are approximate and may be rounded up 
or down to the nearest inch. 
 
The first measurement is the width of the 
opening at the top of the bag. The second 
measurement is the depth of the bag from the 
top opening to the bottom seam. 

Why so many sizes? 

We work with artisans in more than 40 isolated, remote villages. The 

artisans don't use a written language. Frequently, when we ask artisans in 

one village if they'll create some items, a visiting auntie from another 

remote village will hear about the order and excitedly return to her home 

village to tell them all about it. The precise dimensions we request get lost 

in the communication chain, and the pieces we see come in sometimes 

vary quite a bit from village to village. We are committed to helping all of 

the artisans sell their items. 

We began with just small, medium, large, and extra large. Sometimes we'd 

receive a bag far, far larger than extra large, so we created a rarely-seen 

jumbo size. Soon we had such an array of sizes coming in that we had to 

devise a way to differentiate bags that were substantially deeper than 

others, so we added the "deep" designation for buyers who were seeking a 

deeper bag. 

As the years go by, we find that the artisans tend to produce fairly 

consistent sizes, which is remarkable given that not a single piece we sell 

for the Khmu has ever seen the inside of a factory. But we may always 

have a broad range of sizes; it just depends on what the artisans do. 

Tote Bag Sizes 



Shoulder (Shorter) 

Our model Ana demonstrates the difference between a crossbody strap and a 
shoulder strap. Both of these bags are size medium. The crossbody strap is easily long 
enough to be worn across her body, while the shoulder strap is comfortable on her 
shoulder but generally not long enough to be worn crossbody.   

Crossbody (longer) 

Tote Bag Strap Lengths 

Please contact me to create a wholesale account 
 

Amy McDowell, Director of Operations 

Amy@junglevine.org  +1 515-777-1118 / +1 866 926 5267 

Crossbody Strap Length Minimums 
Mini/Small  120 cm   (47 in) 
Medium                        100 cm   (39 in) 
L/XL/Jumbo      92 cm   (36 in) 

Centimeters are our primary unit for measuring. Inches 
are approximate and may be rounded up or down to 
the nearest inch. 
 
The bag's size adds to the drop length, so suitable 
crossbody lengths vary based on the bag's size. For 
example, a 92-cm strap works well for crossbody on an 
XL bag, but it is too short for crossbody on a M bag. 



Getting a Wholesale Account 

Create an account at www.NatureBag.org, and then email 
Amy@junglevine.org to request wholesale access. After your account is 
activated, you’ll have access to the password-protected wholesale side of 
our website. When you are not logged in, you'll see our regular retail 
website. Once logged in, you'll have access to wholesale products, 
exclusives, order forms, and terms.  

Minimum Order Qantity—MOQ 

We ask for a 12-piece minimum in any combination of styles or sizes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bulk Order Discounts 

3% off orders of $1000 or more (WHOLESALE1000). To redeem your bulk 
order discount, enter the discount code during checkout. 

Pricing Information 

All prices are listed in U.S. dollars.  We generally adjust prices one time per 
year in November; however prices are subject to change without notice. 

 

JungleVine® Wholesale 

Shipping Information 

We ship from our warehouse in Iowa, U.S.A.  We do charge for shipping, 
but because wholesale orders vary so much based on size and destination, 
shipping is not included at the time of checkout. As soon as we receive 
your order, we pack it and calculate shipping. We then invoice you for the 
shipping costs. We ask for payment up front.  

We ship via DHL for orders all over the world and via United States Postal 
Service (USPS) for orders within the U.S. Worldwide delivery is estimated 
at 6-10 days. Please allow a few extra days for customs on international 
shipments. 

Import Duties or Tariffs 

We ship from our warehouse in the U.S. If your country charges import 
duties or tariffs, those charges are your responsibility and will be collected 
by your local post office upon delivery. The country of origin for our 
products is always Laos, regardless of whether your order is shipped from 
the U.S. 



Looking for logo bags? 
These fabric applique flaps were sewed onto Pahk JungleVine® 
Tote Bags, creating attractive messenger bags with branding. 

Pahk JungleVine® Tote Bag is the original Nature Bag, featuring 
rich earth tones of organic vegan JungleVine® Fiber. 

Custom Orders and Private Label 

We do custom orders and private label.  Please email 
Amy@junglevine.org for more information. 

Payment Terms 

During checkout, you have the option of paying by credit card, PayPal, money 
order, or bank deposit (wire transfer to our U.S. bank). Wire transfers include 
bank fees that must be paid by the originator (buyer). 

Please be aware that an invoice for shipping costs will be generated separately 
and emailed to you after your order has been packed. We ask for payment 
prior to shipping. 

We are working to implement a new Net-30 payment option for our repeat 
customers with large orders. Please ask Amy about it at Amy@junglevine.org. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Returns 

We are passionate about our project and products made from JungleVine® 
fiber. Nature Bags are made in the homes of hundreds of artisans in remote 
jungle villages; no two are identical. We pride ourselves on our quality control 
and excellent customer service, and we hope you will love your Nature Bag 
products as much as we do. That said, RETURNS ARE EASY.  If you are not 
satisfied, please contact Amy@junglevine.org.  

JungleVine® Wholesale (continued) 



MISSION STATEMENT 

The JungleVine® Foundation's mission is to connect remote isolated tribal communities with 

the global market by promoting their natural fiber handicrafts. Our work reduces poverty in 

rural Laos, preserves an ancient craft, and mitigates global climate change through the 

promotion of organic vegan JungleVine® fiber. 


